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Abstract
This paper describes the setting up of ray-tracing tools and preliminary
beam dynamics studies concerning the electron model 3-5.4463 MeV of
a non-linear, non-scaling proton driver FFAG 3-10 GeV.
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1 Introduction
The 50 Hz, 3-10 GeV, proton driver (Fig. 1) proposed for an ISS, Neutrino Factory design [1], uses
a new type of FFAG, with a non-linear, non-scaling and non-isochronous, cell focusing structure [2].
An electron model 3-5.4463 MeV has been designed [3] to test various aspects of the optics. In this
report we describe the setting up of the optics data files and produce preliminary beam dynamics
studies concerning the effects of the non-linear magnetic fields in this electron model, using the
ray-tracing code ZGOUBI [4]. Similar investigations were carried out for a non-scaling, non-linear,
isochronous muon ring proposed for the 8-20 GeV fast acceleration of muons in a neutrino factory [5]
and for its associated 11-20 MeV electron model [6], which can be referred to for more details on the
methods.
Fig. 1 – Schematic of the 3-10 GeV, NFFAG proton driver.
2 Fields and cell parameters
Geometrical lattice design
The design is based on a O-bd-o-BF-o-BD-o-BF-o-BD-O cell (Fig. 2), symmetric wrt. the center
of BD, built from magnets with a straight optical axis and rectangular B(x) dependence. The bd and
BD magnets have parallel faces, while the second magnet, BF, has its upstream (resp. downstream)
edge parrallel to the downstream (resp. upstream) edge of bd (resp. BD). Lengths are given in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2 – Schematic of the e-model cell. The total cell length is 0.88 m.
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The rings consists of 27 cells yielding a circumference of 23.76 m (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3 – Synoptic of the FFAG non linear, non-scaling, electon model 3-5.45 MeV : 27 cells.
Gradients and fields
The magnets are non-linear and combined function. In the case of bd and BD, they are ho-
rizontally defocusing (Fig. 8), respectively reverse and positive bend (Fig. 4). The magnet BF is
horizontally focusing (Fig. 8) with positive bend (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4 – Fields seen by the particles as a function of the s coordinate in a cell.
In our simulations we use rectangular multipole with straight axis for all 3 types of magnets,
including BF, and a hard-edge model. First order effect of fringe field extent on vertical motion is
accounted for via a correction vertical kick of the form − tan(α)/ρ+FR/(6∗ρ2 ∗cos(α)) with ρ being
the local curvature radius and α the angle between the trajectory of the particle and the normal to
the magnet face.
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The local magnet strengths, given by the design data [3], yield the local gradients using the re-
lation,
g[T/m] =
p[GeV/c]K[m−2]
0.2998
these gradients are approximated using three 4th degree polynomials,
g(x) = g0 + g1 x + g2 x
2 + g3 x
3 + g4 x
4
which are next integrated so to obtain the magnetic field law in each magnet
b(x) = b0 + b1 x + b2 x
2 + b3 x
3 + b4 x
4 + b5 x
5 (1)
Figure 5 shows the fits to the gradient data and the resulting field law compared to the design data.
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Fig. 5 – Comparison of the transverse profile of the gradients (upper figures) and the field (lower figures) in
the three types of magnets, bd, BF, BD ; solid lines represent the polynomial approximation of the gradients
and the dots represent the design data.
The simulation of the rectangular dependence B(x) in bd, BF, BD magnets uses a classical
multipole modelling of the form
~B = ~gradVn with Vn(s, x, z) = (n!)
2
(
∞∑
q=0
(−)q G(2q)(s)(x2 + z2)q
4qq!(n + q)!
)(
n∑
m=0
sin
(
mpi2
)
xn−mzm
m!(n−m)!
)
(2)
with coefficient values G(2q)(center) derived from equation 1. The s-dependence G(s) allows the
simulation of field fall-offs at magnet endsto be included when desired, using a Enge’s fall-off model [4].
Matching procedure
The matching procedure allows preliminary adjustment of the geometrical parameters. The
constraints imposed are that the closed orbit angles in the drifts between the magnets be as close
as possible to the design ones. The parameters to be varied are the closed orbit coordinates at the
start of the cell, and the positioning of the magnets via rotation and horizontal translation. Three
energies have been considered that correspond to injection, reference and extraction, respectively
3 MeV, 4.05 MeV, 5.4463 MeV. Satisfactory c.o. angle values have been obtained for these energies
following this method, with the consequence that c.o. angles at the other energies considered in the
original design take a value that agrees with the design data to the level of a percent and better.
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3 First order results
In this section, we present first order tracking results in a cell adjusted with the matching proce-
dure presented above. The corresponding ZGOUBI data file is in appendix A.
Closed orbits
Figure 6 shows closed orbits in a cell for several energies from injection to extraction. Closed
orbits coordinates for 17 design energies are displayed at the beginning of the appendix A.
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Fig. 6 – Closed orbits for the electron model 3-5.4463 MeV, as the energy increases the trajectories move
from the inner to the outer part of the magnets.
Focusing
Figures 7, 8 show respectively periodic β functions at the cell end as a function of energies and
β functions as a fucntion of s for the reference energy 4.05 MeV.
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Fig. 7 – Periodic β values at the cell end as a
function of energies.
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Fig. 8 – β functions as a fucntion of s for the
reference energy 4.05 MeV.
The design tunes per cell are constant with Qx =
4
13 and Qy =
3
13 (dashed lines in Fig. 9). The
tunes per cell calculated with ray-tracing (green lines in Fig. 9) are slighty different with a small
variation with energy. If a better agreement is needed, a matching procedure could be performed in
ZGOUBI, which allows an automatic adjustment of the bi coefficients in the multipole expansion of
6
equation 1 to match the tunes. Examples of this process for a muon ring and its electron model can
be found in references [5], [6]. Figure 10 shows the ray-tracing total tunes expansion (27 ×Qx,y) in
a fifth order tunes diagram.
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Fig. 9 – Tunes per cell as a function of kinetic
energy (upper curves are horizontal tunes, lower
curves vertical), green are ray-tracing results, da-
shed are expected values.
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Fig. 10 – Total tunes variations in the tune dia-
gram for E : 3 → 5.4463 MeV. Systematic reso-
nance lines up to the fifth order are shown.
4 Dynamical aperture
Figure 11 shows the limit phase space trajectories obtained by multiturn tracking at injection,
reference and extraction energies in case of a pure horizontal motion and when we introduce a small
z motion. In that case the limits decrease sensibly, except for the injection energy for which the
limit is inchanged. The total tunes corresponding to this coupled motion are displayed in the fifth
order tune diagram. Figure 12 shows the vertical stability limits for the particles launched on the
horizontal closed orbits.
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Fig. 11 – Left : 2-D motion (x,x’), 1000-cell stability limits, at 0.05 cm precision in x, at 3, 4.05, 5.45 MeV. No
fringe fields. Pure (larger amplitude) and coupled (smaller amplitude) motion in the presence of a very small
z component. Right : tunes per cell corresponding to coupled stability limits in the tune diagram ; systematic
resonances up to the fifth order.
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Fig. 12 – 2-D motion (z,z’) with initial x on the closed orbits, 1000-cell stability limits, at 0.05 cm precision
in z, at 3, 4.05, 5.45 MeV. No Fringe fields.
Amplitude Detuning
Figure 13 shows the amplitude detuning in case of pure x motion. The total tunes have been
calculated for the three energies starting from the closed orbits xco up to the xlimits calculated
previously (Fig. 11).
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Fig. 13 – Amplitude detuning in case of pure x motion for the 3, 4.05, 5.4663 MeV energies.
Acceptance
Figure 14 shows the horizontal and vertical dynamical apertures at 3 MeV calculted previously
and their corresponding matched ellipse. The acceptances as the surfaces of these ellipses are x
pi
=
2.2 10−6 m mrad and z
pi
= 1.8 10−5 m mrad.
5 Conclusion
Preliminary tracking studies have been performed in the non-scaling, non-linear electron model
of a 3-10 GeV proton driver. A more exhaustive investigation could now be carried out. Similar
investigations could also be carried out on the proton driver. Further steps would include acceleration
and full transmission studies as it has been performed in the isochronous muon ring and its electron
model [5], [6].
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Fig. 14 – Stability limits at 3 MeV and their corresponding acceptances left for horizontal motion and right
for vertical motion.
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APPENDIX
A Zgoubi data file
27 cells emodel Proton Driver
’OBJET’ 1
15.11807 BORO equal KineticEnergy = 14 Mev electron
2
17 1
1.6370636 0. 0.0000 0. 0 1.30957 "o" 5.4463 MeV
1.4214835 0. 0.0000 0. 0 1.27052 "o" 5.27 MeV
1.20633141 0. 0.0000 0. 0. 1.23286247 "o" 5.1 MeV
1.0103097 0. 0.0000 0. 0. 1.19962464 "o" 4.95 MeV
0.80835995 0. 0.0000 0. 0. 1.16637875 "o" 4.8 MeV
0.60036480 0. 0.0000 0. 0. 1.13312407 "o" 4.65 MeV
0.38621565 0. 0.0000 0. 0. 1.09985981 "o" 4.5 MeV
0.16579564 0. 0.0000 0. 0. 1.06658507 "o" 4.35 MeV
-0.0610402894 0. 0.0000 0. 0. 1.03329885 "o" 4.2 MeV
-0.294490297 0. 0.0000 0. 0. 1. "o" 4.05 MeV
-0.53483887 0. 0.0000 0. 0. 0.966687207 "o" 3.9 MeV
-0.78250724 0. 0.0000 0. 0. 0.933358982 "o" 3.75 MeV
-1.0381370 0. 0.0000 0. 0. 0.900013612 "o" 3.6 MeV
-1.302733 0. 0.0000 0. 0. 0.866649116 "o" 3.45 MeV
-1.5779176 0. 0.0000 0. 0. 0.833263197 "o" 3.3 MeV
-1.8663808 0. 0.0000 0. 0. 0.799853174 "o" 3.15 MeV
-2.17275025 0. 0.0000 0. 0. 0.766415893 "o" 3. MeV
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
’PARTICUL’
0.5109989 1.60217733D-19 0. 0. 0.
’DRIFT’
17.5
’MULTIPOL’ bd
0 000
5.5 100.00 -0.46926794 -2.9737 23.3473 1940.296 20893.09 -472133.74 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 29. 18. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
6 -.010967 5.464823 .996848 1.568787 -5.671630 18.505734
0. 0. 29. 18. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
6 -.010967 5.464823 .996848 1.568787 -5.671630 18.505734
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
.05 step bd
1 0. 0. 0
’DRIFT’
5.0
’CHANGREF’
0. 0. -3.3333
’CHANGREF’
0. 1.7261247 0.
’MULTIPOL’ BF
0 000
5.5 100.00 0.25989203 13.3775 104.0862 -1473.951 -28416.93 -159119.35 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 29. 18. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
6 -.010967 5.464823 .996848 1.568787 -5.671630 18.505734
0. 0. 29. 18. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
6 -.010967 5.464823 .996848 1.568787 -5.671630 18.505734
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
.05 step bd
1 0. 0. 0.
’CHANGREF’
0. -1.7261247 0.
’CHANGREF’
0. 0 -3.3333
’DRIFT’
5.0
’CHANGREF’
0. 3.4815210 0.
’MULTIPOL’ BD
0 000
11 100.00 0.53289601 -7.52820 -246.4021 -1844.814 -24992.29 4707366.17 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 29. 18. 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0. 0. 0. 0.
6 -.010967 5.464823 .996848 1.568787 -5.671630 18.505734
0. 0. 29. 18. 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0. 0. 0. 0.
6 -.010967 5.464823 .996848 1.568787 -5.671630 18.505734
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
.05 step BD
1 0. 0. 0.
’CHANGREF’
0. -3.4815210 0.
’DRIFT’
5.0
’CHANGREF’
0. 0. -3.3333
’CHANGREF’
0. 1.7261247 0.
’MULTIPOL’ BF
0 000
5.5 100.00 0.25989203 13.3775 104.0862 -1473.951 -28416.93 -159119.35 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 29. 18. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
6 -.010967 5.464823 .996848 1.568787 -5.671630 18.505734
0. 0. 29. 18. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
6 -.010967 5.464823 .996848 1.568787 -5.671630 18.505734
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
.05 step bd
1 0. 0. 0
’CHANGREF’
0. -1.7261247 0.
’CHANGREF’
0. 0.0 -3.3333
’DRIFT’
5.0
’MULTIPOL’ bd
0 000
5.5 100.00 -0.46926794 -2.9737 23.3473 1940.296 20893.09 -472133.74 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 29. 18. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
6 -.010967 5.464823 .996848 1.568787 -5.671630 18.505734
0. 0. 29. 18. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
6 -.010967 5.464823 .996848 1.568787 -5.671630 18.505734
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
.05 step bd
1 0. 0. 0
’DRIFT’
17.5
’END’
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